
ABSTRACT

Any basin with seafl oor spreading that 
forms over an active subduction zone is a 
backarc basin (BAB). The Gulf of Mexico 
(GoM) opened behind the 232–150 Ma Nazas 
arc over an east-dipping subduction zone in 
Late Jurassic time, beginning ca. 165 Ma, and 
thus is a BAB. The hypothesis that the Gulf 
of Mexico formed as a backarc basin explains 
two enigmas: (1) Why was the GoM open-
ing pole (79–84°W, 23–30°N) so different 
from that of the central Atlantic (15–18°W, 
65–67°N)? and (2) Why was the GoM opening 
so short-lived (ca. 165–142 Ma), when there 
was no collision or other obvious reason for 
seafl oor spreading to stop? The GoM BAB 
hypothesis also illuminates the relation-
ship between the GoM and the Border rift 
system, which can be traced from the GoM 
near the mouth of the Rio Grande >2000 km 
along the U.S.–Mexico border into the Inde-
pendence Dike Swarm of eastern California. 
Late Jurassic rifting in the Border rift system 
was succeeded by thermotectonic subsidence 
through Early Cretaceous time. In addition, 
the segmentation of the transitional crust 
beneath the northern GoM into a magmati-
cally robust segment beneath the Texas coast 
and a stretched margin beneath Louisiana is 
also consistent with BAB behavior: igneous 
activity is most prolifi c nearest the arc and 
diminishes with distance from the trench. A 
possible objection to the GoM BAB hypoth-
esis is that the spreading ridge was oriented 
at high angles to the Nazas arc trend, whereas 
modern oceanic BAB spreading ridges gener-
ally parallel the associated arc. Continental 
BABs like the GoM develop spreading ridge 
orientations that are often at high angles to 
the associated convergent margin; for exam-
ple, spreading ridges associated with the Mio-
cene Sea of Japan and Andaman Sea BABs 
trend perpendicular to the associated arc. 
Such geometries refl ect the presence of exten-
sional stresses that are not orthogonal to the 
subduction zone, a situation that also existed 
in the GoM region during Late Jurassic time.

INTRODUCTION

The origins of most large marine basins are 
fairly well understood. The Gulf of Mexico 
(GoM) is a rare example where the origin of 
a sizable oceanic basin at low latitudes is still 
unclear. The GoM is a nearly enclosed basin, 
encompassing ~1.6 × 106 km2, bounded on the 
north by North America, on the west by Mex-
ico, and on the south by the Yucatan Peninsula 
and Cuba. We have only indirect information 
about its early evolution, due to thick sediments, 
including salt, and the lack of correlatable, 
spreading-related magnetic anomalies.

The GoM opened as part of the breakup 
of the late Paleozoic–early Mesozoic super-
continent Pangea (e.g., Pindell, 1985; Win-
terer, 1991; Adatte et al., 1996). The idea that 
the GoM opened with the central Atlantic as the 
westernmost arm of Tethys is partly driven by 
similar ages and geographic positions between 
fragments of Gondwana and Euramerica as well 
as by the fact that both GoM and central Atlan-
tic exploited newly formed Pangean sutures 
(Alleghenian and Ouachita orogens). This would 
be a compelling interpretation if both the central 
Atlantic and GoM opened around a single  pole 
of rotation, as once thought (e.g., Pilger, 1981; 
Klitgord and Schouten, 1986). However, it now 
appears that the GoM opened with a very dif-
ferent pole of rotation than that of the central 
Atlantic (15–18°W, 65–67°N versus 79–84°W, 
23–30°N for the GoM; Fig. 1; Pindell, 1985; 
Pindell and Kennan, 2001, 2009; Bird et al., 
2005), indicating that the two basins opened 
independently during Middle to Late Jurassic 
time. That the GoM opened independently and 
was isolated from the central Atlantic in Juras-
sic time is consistent with Late Jurassic GoM 
faunas that are either endemic or have stronger 
affi nities to Pacifi c than Tethyan faunas (Adatte 
et al., 1996; Cantu-Chapa, 2001).

We discuss here the implications of the idea 
that the GoM formed as a backarc basin (BAB) 
behind the Permian–Jurassic Mexican arc. The 
“GoM = BAB” argument is simple. We begin 
by summarizing the distinctive characteristics 
of BABs and their tectonic kin, interarc basins 

(IABs). We discuss what causes these basins 
to sometimes form (not all convergent margins 
are associated with extensional stress regimes) 
and their brief lifespans. We then discuss age 
constraints for formation of the GoM. Next we 
summarize evidence that a continental mag-
matic arc existed in northeastern Mexico during 
 Permian–Jurassic time, the result of eastward 
subduction of Pacifi c seafl oor (Fig. 2; Torres 
et al., 1999; Barboza-Gudino et al., 1998, 1999, 
2008). The existence of this magmatic arc to its 
west unequivocally places the GoM in a backarc 
tectonic setting, compelling consideration of it as 
a BAB. We then explore the relationship between 
the GoM, the Jurassic arc, and a Late Jurassic 
extensional system to the west, the Border rift 
system, which we interpret as an IAB that formed 
in response to the same  subduction-related exten-
sional regime that opened the GoM. The tectonic 
evolution of the GoM–Border rift system is com-
pared to the evolution of other continental BAB 
examples. We hope these arguments are convinc-
ing, but trust regardless that the hypothesis serves 
to stimulate further research in this important and 
enigmatic region.

BACKARC BASINS AND INTERARC 
BASINS: CHARACTERISTICS 
AND CAUSES

The backarc basin concept has been con-
fi rmed and expanded on since Karig (1971) 
advanced the hypothesis that some convergent 
margins were spatially and temporally associ-
ated with zones of active seafl oor spreading. 
BABs and IABs both refl ect a strongly exten-
sional stress regime above an active subduction 
zone (Table 1). Other extensional basins that 
form around the margins of ocean basins are 
not underlain by subduction zones; these are not 
BABs or IABs, but are known as marginal 
basins (Taylor and Karner, 1983).

The most important difference between 
BABs and IABs is that BABs form by sea-
fl oor spreading behind an active magmatic arc 
whereas IABs are rifts within an arc where 
seafl oor spreading does not occur (Marsaglia, 
1995). Some IABs evolve into BABs, but others 
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do not, analogous to the way that some conti-
nental rifts evolve into ocean basins and others 
become extinct before they do. Regardless of its 
ultimate fate, if a suprasubduction zone exten-
sional basin does not have seafl oor spreading, 
then it must be regarded as an IAB.

Active BABs and IABs today are concen-
trated around the western Pacifi c Ocean, but 
also occur elsewhere (Fig. 3; Table 2). BABs 
and IABs result whenever tensional forces sun-
der the overriding plate. There is no single cause 
for extension, but slab rollback is often invoked, 
especially for arcs subducting old, dense litho-
sphere (Mariana-type margins of Uyeda and 
Kanamori, 1979). This is driven by the negative 
buoyancy of the subducting lithospheric slab 
with respect to the underlying asthenosphere 
(Elsasser, 1971; Molnar and Atwater, 1978; 
Garfunkel et al., 1986; Hamilton, 1988; Wortel 
and Spakman, 2000; Schellart and Lister, 2004; 
Clark et al., 2008). The negative buoyancy force 
causes the slab to sink more steeply than the dip 
of the subduction zone (i.e., to have a vertical as 
well as a downdip component of motion). Slab 
rollback is an important reason that most BABs 
and IABs form where crust older than ca. 55 Ma 
is being subducted (Sdrolias and Müller, 2006). 
Other BABs form in association with a deeply 
anchored subducted slab because the overriding 
plate is being stretched for other reasons (Heuret 
and Lallemand, 2005). For example, the Mari-
ana Trough BAB is opening because the Philip-
pine Sea plate is being subducted beneath the 
Philippines (Stern et al., 2003). If the arc on 
the overriding plate cannot follow this retreat, it 
will sunder to form a BAB or IAB.
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Figure 1. Confi guration of continents and ocean basins around the central Atlantic and 
Gulf of Mexico ca. 145 Ma (Late Jurassic, courtesy Lisa Gahagan, University of Texas Insti-
tute for Geophysics PLATES project: http://www.paleogis.com/dotnetnuke/PlateModels/
ThePLATESProjectatUTIG/tabid/84/Default.aspx). Note the very different positions of 
Euler poles for the Gulf of Mexico (Yucatan–North America, 23.0°N, 85.2°W; green star) 
and central Atlantic (West Africa–North America, 66.2°N, 18.3°W, red star).

Figure 2. Late Jurassic con-
fi guration of the Gulf of Mexico 
(GoM), modifi ed after Dickin-
son and Lawton (2001a). Border  
rift system is after Dickinson 
and Lawton (2001b). Ages for 
Bisbee lavas are after Lawton 
and McMillan (1999) and for 
McCoy lavas and sills are after 
Gleason et al. (1999) and Spencer 
et al. (2011). Cities  (open circles) 
for orientation are Phoenix (P), 
Tucson (T), El Paso (E), Chihua-
hua (C), Laredo  (L), and Mon-
terrey (M). Location of Meso-
zoic detrital zircons (DZ) used 
to generate spectra in Figures 5 
and 6B are shown in gray, and 
trend of Triassic–Jurassic Cor-
dilleran arc is after Dickinson and Gehrels (2010). Locations of generalized stratigraphic sections shown in Figure 7 are listed (1–5). Limit of 
Late Jurassic salt and general location of Late Triassic–Jurassic rifts in northeastern Mexico is modifi ed after Gray et al. (2008). Note also 
approximate position of volcanic rifted margin (VRM) and stretched continental crust after Mickus et al. (2009).
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There is no universal reason that BABs and 
IABs form. Taylor and Karner (1983) identi-
fi ed three general causes: mantle diapirism, 
induced asthenospheric convection, and global 
plate kinematics. Sdrolias and Müller (2006) 
rephrased these causes: plate kinematics, behav-
ior of the downgoing slab, the effect of lateral 
asthenospheric fl ow on the slab, or mantle 
wedge dynamics. The important point is that the 
origin of the extensional stress is not part of 
the BAB-IAB defi nitions, only tectonic setting 
and extension style (rifting versus spreading).

All BABs begin as IABs, and rifting 
begins where the plate is weakest. Because 
lithospheric thickness and tensile strength is 
strongly controlled by temperature (Kohlstedt 
et al., 1995), arc lithosphere is weakest above 
the region of melt generation, along the mag-

matically active part of the arc; IAB rifting 
begins near here. Rupture can occur in front 
(trenchward) of the magmatic arc, behind the 
magmatic arc, or along the magmatic arc (Mar-
tinez and Taylor, 2006).

It has long been recognized that arc igneous 
activity may cease for all or part of the time 
that a BAB is active. Crawford et al. (1981) 
were perhaps the fi rst to note that arc and BAB 
igneous activity were asynchronous. Arc mag-
matism is often disrupted by IAB formation 
because the extension axis captures the arc 
magmatic budget (Clift, 1995). For most mod-
ern arc-backarc systems (e.g., Scotia, Mariana, 
and Lau/Tonga), the magmatic arc resumed 
activity once the BAB widened suffi ciently to 
separate the two magmatic systems. However, 
there is clear hiatus in the Izu-Bonin-Mariana 

arc tephra record ca. 15–25 Ma, indicating that 
the Izu-Bonin-Mariana arc shut down while 
the Shikoku and Parece Vela Basins opened 
(Straub et al., 2003). Even though we do not 
yet understand why different arc and BAB sys-
tems behave differently in this regard, it appears 
that arc and BAB volcanism may or may not 
co exist. When arc magmatic activity resumes, 
the magmatic arc is always situated trenchward 
of the BAB spreading axis.

We understand intraoceanic BABs much bet-
ter than continental BABs. Because continental 
crust is compositionally distinct from the mafi c 
crust of intraoceanic arcs, where the best-studied  
BABs occur, it will have a different rheology 
(e.g., strength profi les that are quartz dominated 
as opposed to olivine dominated) and thermal 
structure. It is thus likely that continental BABs 
will evolve in ways that differ from intraoceanic 
BABs. These differences are shown by the best 
examples we have of continental BABs, the 
Andaman Sea, the Black Sea, and the Sea of 
Japan (discussed later herein).

The GoM formed in association with exten-
sional stresses associated with Pangea break-up, 
but what caused this in the GoM is controver-
sial. This controversy centers on whether rifting 
was active or passive, in the sense of Sengor and 
Burke (1978). Explanations for Pangea breakup 
range from active causes such as mantle plumes 
(Dalziel et al., 2000) or upper mantle instability  
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TABLE 1. CHARACTERISTICS OF BACKARC BASINS, INTERARC 
BASINS, GULF OF MEXICO, AND BORDER RIFT SYSTEM 

SRBMoGBAIBABcitsiretcarahC
Extensional basin, formed over an 

active subduction zone
Y Y Y Y

Form by seafl NYNYgnidaerpsroo
Occur behind active magmatic arc Y N Y N
Occur within active magmatic arc N Y N Y

.y.m7.4±5.21napsefiL
(extinct)

<23 m.y.

11.2 ± 8.9 m.y. 
(active)

Note: BAB—backarc basin; IAB—interarc basin; GoM—Gulf of Mexico; BRS—Border Rift 
System; Y—yes; N—no.
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due to thermal blanketing (Gurnis, 1988) to pas-
sive, including far-fi eld stresses due to trench 
retreat (cf. Dalziel et al., 2000 and Gutiérrez-
Alonso et al., 2008). Because the causes of 
extension have nothing to do with the BAB and 
IAB defi nitions, we do not need to resolve this 
controversy.

SHORT LIVES OF BACKARC BASINS

An important characteristic of BABs is a 
short lifespan; they typically continue to spread 
for only 10–30 m.y. (Schellart et al., 2006). 
Figure 3 shows the location of 12 active BABs 
and IABs and 18 extinct BABs (including the 
GoM); Table 2 lists these and summarizes their 
tectonically active lifespans, which are graphi-
cally displayed in Figure 4. This compilation is 
intended to encompass all uncollapsed Ceno-
zoic and some Mesozoic basins that formed 
by extension above a subduction zone. Extinct 
BABs had lifespans that range from <23 m.y. 
to 3 m.y., with a mean and standard deviation 
of 12.5 ± 4.7 m.y (Fig. 4B). Active BABs and 
IABs have been active for 35 m.y. or less, with 
a mean and standard deviation of 11.2 ± 8.9 Ma 
(Fig. 4A). Typical lifespans of IABs are not 
compiled here, but Woodcock (2004) reported 
a mean of 8.7 ± 4.4 m.y. Note that, although 

BABs and IABs are characterized by short tec-
tonic lifespans, we do not imply that all short-
lived basins are BABs or IABs.

Why do BABs have such short lifespans? 
This question has never been convincingly 
answered. Changing stress fi elds provide part 
of the answer, but this does not explain the 
behavior of modern western Pacifi c BABs. 
Extensional stresses there mostly refl ect trench 
rollback due to subduction of old (Mesozoic) 
seafl oor; trench rollback is not likely to cease 
until signifi cantly more buoyant (thicker crust 
and/or younger) lithosphere is subducted, and 
that is not expected to occur on the ~15 m.y. 
time scales of BAB activity. Furthermore, the 
presence of multiple BABs associated with 

the Izu-Bonin-Mariana (e.g., progressively 
older Mariana Trough, Parece Vela–Shikoku 
Basin, and West Philippine Sea Basin) and 
Tonga-Kermadec convergent margins indicates 
that extensional stresses persist beyond the life-
spans of individual BABs. These observations 
suggest that something other than the duration 
of extensional stress regimes in the upper plate 
is important for determining BAB lifespans.

The supply of hydrated mantle, which rises 
beneath the BAB spreading ridge and melts to 
form BAB oceanic crust, may be the important 
control. The main difference between mid-
ocean ridge and BAB basalt is that the latter 
is much wetter (1.14% ± 0.64% versus <0.5% 
H

2
O; Stern, 2002). Water lowers the mantle 
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Figure 4. Histograms showing life-
spans of (A) active and (B) extinct 
backarc basins (BABs) and inter-
arc basins (IABs) of the world, 
from Table 2. The maximum life-
span of <23 m.y. inferred for the 
Gulf of Mexico is similar to that 
expected for a BAB.

TABLE 2. LIFESPANS OF ACTIVE AND EXTINCT BACKARC BASINS

Backarc basin Start
(Ma)

End
(Ma)

Duration
(Ma)

Transtensional? References

Extinct
)8991(.latesaahtnoH336aeSadnaB

)4002(.latesailordS515103aleVeceraP-ukokihS
)2002(dnamellaLdnaspmahcseD023335enippilihP.W

Sea of Japan 25 12 13 Yes Kimura et al. (2005)
Kurile Tararin et al. (2001)

)6002(RSE.latetrallehcS012526aeSlaroC
)6002(RSE.latetrallehcS416608xuaetsacertnE’D.N

Black Sea Shillington et al. (2008)
)3002(.latesailordS95344nisaBytlayoL.N

S. Loyalty Basin Schellart et al. (2006)
Santa Cruz Basin Schellart et al. (2006)

)2002(llaH82nisaBnomoloS
)3002(.latesailordS114253nisaBijiF.S

Caspian Sea Brunet et al. (2003)
ydutssihT32<ocixeMfofluG

)9991(.latedriB818365nisaBadanerG
Komanodrsky 20 10 10 Yes Scholl (2007)

02002(.latetelloR515103nisaBnairugiL
7.4±5.21.ved.dts±naeM

Active
GoR)6991(reyrF01hguorTanairaM

)1002(rekraB51aeSaitocS.E
Bransfi )1002(rekraB4tiartSdle

)3002(irotraS9aeSnainehrryT
)9991(.lateteviloJepacsEcinotceT52naegeA

)1002(gnahS-iaN6hguorTawanikO
)8991(.lateakuzihsI3stfiRuzI

)5002(yarruCseY23aeSnamadnA
)6991(rolyaTdnazenitraMseY4sunaM

)2002(.latetrallehcS21ijiF.N
)4991(snikwaHdnanosraP7nisaBuaL
)4991(snikwaHdnanosraP7hguorTervaH

9.8±2.11.ved.dts±naeM
Note: std. dev.—standard deviation.
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melting temperature and thus controls the sup-
ply of hydrated mantle for BAB mantle melting 
and seafl oor spreading. Exhausting the supply 
of hydrated mantle beneath the spreading axis 
may signal the end of BAB seafl oor spreading. 
The supply of water to the mantle wedge will 
diminish as a BAB widens and the spreading 
ridge becomes increasingly distant from the 
trench and overlying a progressively deeper, 
thus drier, slab with time. BAB widening taps 
progressively drier mantle, so water is removed 
by melting faster than it can be added from the 
subduction zone, and this defi cit will increase as 
the BAB widens. At some point, magma gen-
eration ceases completely and BAB spreading 
stops, perhaps to jump trenchward back to the 
arc to form a new BAB. Such a progression from 
magma-rich to magma-poor spreading just prior 
to BAB shutdown is consistent with the Mio-
cene evolution of the Parece Vela Basin in the 
western Pacifi c. This now-extinct BAB began 
by arc rifting (29–26 Ma), then spread approxi-
mately east-west (26–19 Ma) before the spread-
ing ridge reorganized to northeast-southwest 
opening (19–15 Ma). The change from east-
west to northeast-southwest spreading produced 
rough bathymetry and giant mega mullions due 
to magma starvation in the terminal phase of 
seafl oor spreading (Okino et al., 1998; Ohara, 
2006). This evolution from magma-rich to 
magma-poor spreading to extinction could 
refl ect diminished water supply, although this 
suggestion needs to be tested.

WHEN DID THE GULF OF 
MEXICO FORM, AND HOW LONG 
WAS IT ACTIVE?

GoM crust is buried beneath 15 km or more 
of sediments along its northwest margin. 
More distal parts of the basin have ~1 km of 
sediment. Jurassic oceanic crust is thought 
to be present in the GoM, but no correlatable 
spreading-related magnetic anomalies are 
known. Nevertheless, the deepest part of the 
GoM, the Sigsbee Deep, is 4384 m below sea 
level. This and other parts of the abyssal GoM 
seafl oor are at depths only observed for old 
oceanic crust. Early geophysical surveys con-
cluded that oceanic  crust underlies the central 
GoM (Antoine et al., 1974; Worzel, 1974), and 
most tectonic models for its origin infer that a 
wedge-shaped tract of oceanic crust underlies 
the central GoM (Pindell and Kennan, 2009). 
In the following we outline evidence that GoM 
opening occurred after early uplift, about the 
time that the Louann Salt was deposited, and at 
the same time that the Yucatan (which was then 
part of Gondwana) moved away from Lau-
rentia, between 165 and 142 Ma.

Evidence for Early Uplift

Seafl oor spreading in the GoM occurred dur-
ing or after Late Triassic time (ca. 225 Ma), 
when precursory doming or accompanying 
rift fl ank uplift in what is now central Texas 
shed a fl ood of clastic sediments to the west 
and southwest (Dickinson and Gehrels, 2008a; 
Dickinson et al., 2010). Eagle Mills rift grabens 
with basalts also formed in Late Triassic time 
in what is now southern Arkansas (Moy and 
Traverse, 1986). There is similar evidence of 
Late  Triassic–Early Jurassic rifting, preserved 
as redbeds that are now exposed along the front 
of the Sierra Madre Oriental in northeastern 
Mexico. The La Boca–Huizachal redbeds are 
Late Triassic–Early Jurassic and the La Joya–
Cahuasas redbeds are Late Jurassic (Salvador 
1991). The two redbed units are separated in the 
north by an unconformity and in the south by 
marine sediments (Salvador, 1991).

Salt

Early stages in the evolution of marine basins 
often result in narrow passages to the larger 
ocean so that seawater fl ow is prone to disruption 
by tectonic or volcanic activity, and the embry-
onic basin dries out episodically. Consequently, 
salt is commonly deposited during early stages of 
rifting and seafl oor spreading, especially at low 
latitudes (like that of the GoM formation), and 
the age of salt deposits thus approximates when 
the incipient ocean basin formed. Widespread 
salt (Louann Salt) of Jurassic age underlies 
much of the U.S. and Yucatan GoM continental 
shelves and slopes, but not the area of inferred 
oceanic crust, implying that at least some sea-
fl oor spreading occurred after the salt blanket 
was deposited (Salvador, 1987). However, this 
argument is not compelling because salt can be 
deposited with early oceanic basalts (e.g., Mohr, 
1978; Jackson et al., 2000; Torsvik et al., 2009). 
Salvador (1991) reviewed the Louann Salt and 
its age, and concluded that the salt could not be 
directly dated but that it could be stratigraphi-
cally bracketed as post–Early Jurassic to pre–late 
Oxfordian, between 176 and 156 Ma. With this 
constraint for the Louann Salt, some seafl oor 
spreading occurred after 176–156 Ma. Salt is 
also found as domes in the Sabinas and La Popa 
Basin, the southeastern part of the Border rift 
system (Eguiluz de Antuñano, 2001), but there is 
no evidence for seafl oor spreading there.

Yucatan Motion

Another independent constraint on when the 
GoM opened comes from the rotation of Yuca-
tan, which separated (with the rest of Gondwana) 

from Texas. Yucatan rotated as it moved south 
along the Tehuantepec transform (Fig. 2; 
Pindell , 1985; Marton and Buffl er, 1994), which 
marks the boundary between continental and 
oceanic crust along the east coast of Mexico. 
Most workers consider that a total of 42°–60° 
counterclockwise rotation took place (Pindell 
and Dewey, 1982; Bird et al., 2005). Paleomag-
netic data (Guerrero et al., 1990) indicate that 
this rotation ended by middle Berriasian time 
(ca. 142 Ma). After the Yucatan moved into 
its fi nal position, Gondwana separated and the 
proto-Caribbean Seaway opened (Pindell, 1985; 
Klitgord and Schouten, 1986; Ross and Scotese, 
1988; Pindell and Kennan, 2009).

These three constraints together indicate that 
seafl oor spreading occurred between 165 and 
142 Ma, for a total maximum opening duration 
of 23 m.y. This chronology is consistent with 
the conclusion of Marton and Buffl er (1994), 
that seafl oor spreading in the GoM began dur-
ing Callovian time (165–161 Ma) and ended by 
ca. 135 Ma, and with the conclusions of Bird 
et al. (2005), that seafl oor spreading occurred 
between 160 and 138 Ma.

PERMIAN–JURASSIC CONTINENTAL 
ARCS IN NORTHEASTERN MEXICO

An important tectonic element that is often 
overlooked in efforts to understand GoM evo-
lution is the active magmatic arc that persisted 
in Mexico from Permian through Jurassic time. 
This arc developed along the southwestern 
fl ank of conjoined Laurentia and Gondwana 
following truncation of older tectonic fabrics 
along the Permian–Triassic California-Coahuila 
transform or Mojave-Sonora megashear (Burch-
fi el and Davis, 1972; Dickinson and Lawton, 
2001a). The igneous rocks of this arc are not 
well exposed, due to younger sedimentary and 
volcanic cover and subsequent deformation.

Pre-Cretaceous arcs of northeastern Mexico 
include the Permian–Triassic East Mexico arc 
(Torres et al., 1999) and the Jurassic Nazas arc 
(Dick inson and Lawton, 2001a). The East Mex-
ico arc existed prior to the breakup of Pangea, 
whereas the Nazas arc was coeval with Pangea 
breakup and GoM formation. Both arc systems 
were due to subduction of oceanic crust east-
ward beneath westernmost Pangea (and its frag-
ments) in the region now occupied by Mexico. 
The relationship between northeastern Mexican 
arcs, the GoM, and other tectonic elements is 
summarized in Figure 2.

The Permian–Triassic East Mexico arc 
trended approximately north-south in today’s 
coordinates. Today it is manifested by felsic 
plutons along the trend of the Tampico block 
(Torres et al., 1999) that can be traced south-
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ward into the Chiapas massif and the Del Sur 
block (Dickinson and Lawton, 2001a). The 
trend of Permian–Triassic arc plutons crossed 
the Chiapas massif of the Yucatan-Chiapas 
block, as restored prior to opening of the Gulf of 
Mexico, and continued north as an arcuate belt 
of isolated plutons emplaced both within the 
Coahuila block and into Laurentian crust across 
the Ouachita suture (Torres et al., 1999). Iriondo 
and Arvizu (2009) suggested that the Permian 
arc continued westward into northwestern Mex-
ico, where it is covered by the Jurassic Nazas 
arc assemblage.

The southwestern margin of North America 
was tectonically truncated in Permian–Triassic 
time (Dickinson, 2006). Subduction along the 
foreshortened continental margin produced a 
nascent continental margin arc in California by 
Early Triassic time (Barth and Wooden, 2006). 
By Early Jurassic time, the magmatic arc was 
continuous from California across southern 
Arizona and into adjacent Sonora. Coeval arc 
assemblages are also present farther southeast 
on the Tampico block in east-central Mexico. 
Although Triassic–Jurassic intrusions are also 
present farther south (Sedlock et al., 1993), 
Triassic–Jurassic arc rocks are missing from 
the Del Sur block of southern Mexico (Morán-
Zenteno et al., 1993). The Nazas arc may have 
continued along strike into Colombia (Dickin-
son and Lawton, 2001a) before opening of the 
proto-Caribbean seaway separated North and 
South America.

Because the East Mexico and Nazas mag-
matic arcs are not well exposed, the age spans 
of Mesozoic arc activity in southwestern North 
America were examined using detrital zircons 
from Mesozoic sedimentary rocks of the backarc 
region exposed within the shaded area of Fig-
ure 2. The zircons were derived in part from areas 
of northeastern Mexico now largely masked 
by Cretaceous and younger sedimentary cover. 
Although we cannot know the precise sources 
of zircons in any sedimentary rock, we know of 
no magmatic system other than the East Mexico 
and Nazas arcs and their western continuations 
that could have generated signifi cant quantities 
of zircons of Permian–Jurassic age. Detrital 
zircons presumably reached the backarc region 
via streams that fl owed northward from Mexico 
across the region west of the Tehuan tepec trans-
form, at least during Triassic time. Late Trias-
sic strata in particular are dominated by zircons 
older than 300 Ma shed from the Paleozoic 
Ouachita orogenic belt and the Texas Meso-
protero zoic craton (Dickinson et al., 2010); these 
older zircons are not considered here.

Figure 5 shows age-probability plots for 
detrital zircon populations younger than 300 Ma 
from Mesozoic strata of the Colorado Plateau  

and High Plains divided into 6 successive 
stratigraphic intervals, each lasting 10–25 m.y. 
Detrital  zircon populations (300–50 Ma) from 
the Colorado Plateau (and High Plains) in the 
backarc region were deconvolved into compo-
nent subpopulations for which fl uvial paleocur-
rent indicators or paleowind vectors document 
derivation from the east and southeast (Fig. 5C), 
in the direction of the GoM, or from the south 
and southwest (Fig. 5A). Detrital zircon age data 
from others are also used to evaluate detrital zir-
con populations in sedimentary assemblages of 
northern Mexico directly south of the Colorado 
Plateau (Fig. 5B). The superimposed curves of 
Figure 5D suggest no major differences in times 
of arc igneous activity across Mexico from west 
to east, implying that arc magmatism west of the 
GoM persisted from Permian through Middle  
Jurassic time, both before and during initial 
phases of seafl oor spreading within the GoM.

Some aspects of the detrital zircon age spec-
tra of Figure 5 deserve comment. In Figure 5C, 
the detrital zircon age peak at 250–260 Ma in 
Middle  to Late Jurassic strata of the backarc 
region derived from the east (eolian) or south-
east (fl uvial) probably refl ects sources in the 
 Permian–Triassic East Mexico arc preserved 
just west of the GoM. The age peak at 211–
217 Ma for Early Jurassic backarc strata sourced 
from the south (Fig. 5A) derives from a single 
sample, and probably only refl ects local vaga-
ries in shifting arc provenance. The prominent 
peak at 163–168 Ma for Middle to Late Jurassic 
strata deposited in northern Mexico (Fig. 5B) 
within or near the arc provenance appar-
ently refl ects proximity to source. The modest 
135 Ma peak in Late Cretaceous strata of north-
ern Mexico (Fig. 5B) is not seen on the other 
curves, and probably refl ects derivation of some 
detritus from Early Cretaceous igneous rocks 
of the Guerrero terrane of westernmost Mexico 
too distant to contribute to the other sedimen-
tary assemblages shown in Figure 5. For other 
age spectra (Figs. 5A, 5B), the absence of any 
peaks within the interval 150–125 Ma suggests 
a major reorganization of the Mexican conver-
gent margin during Early Cretaceous time.

A few other issues are noteworthy. First, the 
detrital zircon record could be biased because 
East Mexico arc detritus samples zircon-rich 
plutonic rocks, whereas Nazas arc detritus sam-
ples volcanic rocks, which tend to be poorer in 
zircons. The only place in Mexico where there 
are extensive exposed Jurassic plutons is in west-
ern Sonora, where Laramide uplift exhumed the 
Jurassic arc roots (T.F. Lawton, 2008, personal 
commun.). Nevertheless, independent support 
for our conclusions about East Mexico and 
Nazas arc activity comes from a study of detrital  
zircons from Mexico by Gray et al. (2008). Here, 
Permian–Triassic zircons domi nate the Jurassic 
and Lower Cretaceous strata and Jurassic grains 
are subordinate. Again, part of the reason might 
be the difference between the Permian–Triassic  
arc, which is deeply eroded down to the batho-
lith (in its Cretaceous subcrop), and the Juras-
sic arc, which typically consists of supracrustal 
rocks, redbeds, and interbedded tuffs and fl ows. 
The Permian–Triassic  arc may have been an 
Andean-type massif, high-standing and thus 
an excellent source for detritus, whereas the 
 Triassic–Jurassic arc developed in an exten-
sional environment and thus had lower relief and 
less erosion. It is not clear what caused the arc to 
shut down ca. 150 Ma, apparently for 30 m.y. in 
places. The arc may have jumped westward atop 
the Guerrero terrane (Alisitos-Peninsular arc 
of northwestern Mexico) after it collided with 
Mexico. Alternatively, arc shutdown may have 
been linked to the GoM opening. Initial stages 
in the formation of many Cenozoic backarc 
basins sometimes interrupt magmatic activity in 
associated arcs, as discussed herein. It is clear 
that a magmatic arc grew in the region almost 
immediately following collision to form Pangea 
and continued essentially in place and without 
signifi cant interruption until after the Gulf of 
Mexico began to form immediately east of the 
Nazas arc.

There is a signifi cant body of geochronologi-
cal data for arc igneous rocks that supports the 
inferences drawn from detrital zircons; these 
ages are summarized in Figure 6A. Torres et al. 
(1999) summarized 45 radiometric ages, ranging 

Figure 5. Comparison of U-Pb ages (age-probability plots) for detrital zircon grains in 
(A) Colorado Plateau strata with fl uvial paleocurrents or eolian paleowinds indicating sedi-
ment derivation from the south or southwest, (B) sedimentary assemblages within or adja-
cent to the Cordilleran magmatic arc in northern Mexico, (C) Colorado Plateau and High 
Plains strata with fl uvial paleocurrents or eolian paleowinds indicating sediment derivation 
from the east or southeast, and (D) superimposed curves of A, B, and C. Data are from Dick-
inson and Gehrels (2008a, 2008b, 2009, 2010). Data for B are from Barboza-Gudino et al. 
(2010), Gonzáléz-Léon et al. (2009), and Lawton et al. (2009). (Note: there are no Colorado 
Plateau or High Plains strata of Cretaceous age derived from the east or southeast, hence 
only three curves in C.)
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Figure 6. Two glimpses of the age of Permian–Jurassic arc magmatic rocks on the western fl ank of the Gulf of 
Mexico. (A) Histogram of radiometric ages for northeastern Mexican arc plutonic and volcanic rocks (blue—
Permian–Triassic granitoids of the East Mexico Arc; Torres et al., 1999; green—Triassic–Jurassic felsic lavas of 
the Nazas arc; Barboza-Gudiño et al., 1999). Box F is U-Pb zircon age of Fastovsky et al. (2005); boxes B are U-Pb 
zircon ages of Barboza-Gudiño et al. (2004, 2008). (B) Age-probability plots of U-Pb ages for 678 detrital zircon 
grains younger than 300 Ma in 55 samples of Mesozoic sandstone from the Colorado Plateau and High Plains of 
the southwestern U.S. (region shown in gray in Fig. 2). Data sources are the same as for Figure 5. Data are plotted 
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from 287 Ma (Early Permian) to 232 Ma (early-
Late Triassic), with a mean of 254 Ma (Fig. 6A). 
Initial εNd values of +2.5 to –4.4 imply emplace-
ment of mantle magmas through continental 
crust (Torres et al., 1999). Barboza-Gudiño et al. 
(1999, 2008) summarized 13 radiometric ages 
for mostly felsic volcanic rocks from the Nazas 
arc, ranging from 230 Ma (Middle Triassic) to 
156 Ma (Late Jurassic) (mean = 189 Ma). Ini-
tial εNd values (–1.5) indicate the involvement of 
underlying continental crust or derivative sedi-
ment (Centeno-García and Silva-Romo, 1997). 
There is good agreement between these ages 
and composite detrital zircon spectra, summa-
rized in Figure 6B.

Several features of the detrital zircons spec-
tra and igneous rock ages are noteworthy. First, 
Late Triassic zircons are more abundant in the 
Late Triassic and Early Jurassic sediments from 
the U.S. than from Mexico, whereas Jurassic 
zircons are more abundant in Early and Middle 
Jurassic sediments from Mexico relative to U.S. 
sediments of similar age. We speculate that 
this indicates a shifting locus of most intense 
igneous activity southward into Mexico with 
time. Second, radiometric ages of East Mexico 
and Nazas arc plutons and lavas (Fig. 6A) and 
detrital  zircon composite spectra (Figs. 5D, 
6B) indicate signifi cant diminution of arc activ-
ity ca. 150 Ma. This strongly suggests that the 
Mexican convergent margin underwent a major 
reorganization about that time. Third, dating 
of isolated outcrop and subcrop samples from 
the arc assemblage suggests a gap between epi-
sodes of East Mexico and Nazas arc magma-
tism (Fig. 6A), but the detrital zircon compound 
age spectra (Fig. 5D) indicate continuous arc 
igneous activity from Permian to Jurassic time 
in southwestern North America. For example, 
the age spectrum for detrital zircons in the 
Upper Triassic backarc strata of Figure 5C 
implies continuous arc activity throughout both 
Permian  (290–252 Ma peaks) and Triassic time 
(235–206 Ma peaks).

We reiterate that the detrital zircon record 
integrates the distribution of zircons in the 
source region; that both eolian and fl uvial 
transport operated at different times at differ-
ing intensities; and that the record of Permian 
and Mesozoic igneous activity in northeastern 
Mexico is imperfectly preserved in the detrital  
zircons record, no matter how exhaustively 
sampled. With this caveat in mind, the agree-
ment between Figure 5 and 6 supports an inter-
pretation that: (1) the East Mexico arc was 
active ca. 280–235 Ma; (2) the Nazas arc and its 
extensions to the northwest in Arizona became 
active ca. 235 Ma and continued until Late 
Jurassic time; and (3) the Nazas arc system 
shut down ca. 150 Ma. This arc system was 

active when the GoM began to open, although 
it appears to have shut down before GoM open-
ing was complete.

BORDER RIFT SYSTEM

The GoM = BAB hypothesis sheds light on 
a related interarc basin that developed with the 
GoM. The Border rift system can be traced from 
the GoM >2000 km west-northwest into the 
Independence Dike Swarm of east-central Cali-
fornia. From east to west, the Border rift sys-
tem axis can be traced discontinuously (because 
of younger cover and deformation) through 
the Sabinas Basin, Chihuahua Trough, Bisbee 
Basin, McCoy Basin, and Independence Dike 
Swarm (Fig. 2; Bilodeau, 1982; Dickinson and 
Lawton, 2001b; Garrison and McMillan, 1999; 
Lawton and McMillan, 1999). The Border rift 
system is intimately associated with the Nazas 
magmatic arc (and equivalents to the north) 
and thus should be regarded as an IAB. The 
Border rift system acted as a “swinging door” 
that opened in southwestern North America 
during Jurassic time, from a hinge in Califor-
nia through a chasm that widened progressively 
eastward into the GoM. Subsequent Border rift 
system thermotectonic subsidence created an 
extensive depositional domain along the U.S.–
Mexico border region. Subsidence analysis of 
the Sabinas Basin implies a stretching factor (β) 
of 1.6–1.8 (Cuevas Lee, 1985, quoted in Dick-
inson and Lawton, 2001b). Late Jurassic marine 
transgression advanced northwest up the Sabi-
nas Basin from the GoM during Oxfordian time 
(161–156 Ma) and up the Chihuahua Trough 
during Kimmeridgian time (156–151 Ma; Dick-
inson and Lawton 2001b).

The Border rift system joins with the GoM 
where the Tehuantepec transform and the pos-
tulated volcanic rifted margin offshore Texas 
(Mickus et al., 2009) meet, making a ridge-
ridge-transform triple junction. These three ele-
ments meet near the mouth of the Rio Grande 
at archetypal ~120° angles (Fig. 2), in what we 
call the Rio Grande triple junction. We note 
that the junction is structurally complex, much 
more so than depicted in Figure 2. Jurassic 
paleogeog raphy included uplifts, shoals, and 
islands along the Border rift system northward 
from the Tamau lipas arch (Dickinson and Law-
ton, 2001a). There was an interbasinal sill also 
between the Sabinas Basin and the Chihuahua 
Trough, as well as the Aldama platform between 
the Chihuahua Trough and the Bisbee Basin. The 
Rio Grande embayment, Sabinas Basin, Chihua-
hua Trough, and Bisbee Basin may have been 
en echelon segments of the evolving Border rift 
system, but there is clearly stratal consanguinity 
along the Border rift system trend.

There is no evidence that seafl oor spreading 
occurred in the Border rift system, which acted 
as an aulacogen, but the presence of Oxford-
ian salt indicates that Late Jurassic extension 
in its eastern part was large enough to subside 
below sea level and allow seawater to fi ll and 
refi ll the basin. Salt in the Sabinas Basin seems 
to be early Kimmeridgian, slightly younger 
than the Louann Salt (Vega and Lawton, 2011). 
Nevertheless, Border rift system extension was 
related in space and time to the GoM opening 
(Bilodeau, 1982; Dickinson et al., 1986). Tan-
gentially, great rivers like the Rio Grande tend 
to fl ow down rifts like the Border rift system 
(Potter, 1978).

Previously workers have related Border 
rift system extension to the GoM opening 
(Bilodeau, 1982; Dickinson et al., 1986), and 
the two features refl ect a strongly extensional 
convergent margin of Late Jurassic age. Bor-
der rift system extension, and thus partly also 
GoM opening, is related to changing tectonic 
regimes associated with the Nazas arc, perhaps 
due to rollback of the eastward-subducting 
Mezcalera plate (Lawton and McMillan, 1999). 
In Arizona, Early Jurassic–Middle Jurassic arc 
volcanism (pre–170 Ma; Riggs et al., 1993) 
was succeeded by the eruption of silicic Mid-
dle Jurassic–Late Jurassic ignimbrites (170–
150 Ma; Lawton and McMillan, 1999). Felsic 
calderas are common in IABs but missing in 
BABs (Hughes and Mahood, 2008), such as in 
the modern Taupo Volcanic Zone of northern 
New Zealand (Wilson et al., 1995) or the rifted 
Izu arc (Fiske et al., 2001).

The Border rift system extensional regime 
evolved quickly. The rifted-arc volcanic assem-
blage in Arizona is overlain by thick con-
glomerates interbedded with silicic tuffs and 
subaqueously erupted pillow basalts (Bilodeau 
et al., 1987; Lawton and McMillan, 1999). 
Although the Border rift system across north-
ern Mexico is geographically in a BAB setting 
(Fig. 2), it nearly parallels the Nazas arc, join-
ing it in southwestern Arizona, where it clearly 
is an IAB (Fig. 2). The coeval and cogenetic 
relationship of the Border rift system and GoM 
required by the Rio Grande triple junction is 
evidence that the GoM also formed as a result 
of arc rifting.

The great thickness of sediments, especially 
in the eastern Border rift system (Fig. 7), makes 
it diffi cult to investigate the early volcanically 
active part of its development. Nevertheless, 
there are four Border rift system segments where 
Late Jurassic igneous rocks have been stud-
ied: the Sabinas Basin, Bisbee Basin, McCoy 
Basin, and Independence Dike Swarm. Garri son 
and McMillan (1999) studied a suite of meta-
igneous xenoliths brought to the surface by the 
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El Papalote salt diapir near the southeastern 
terminus of the Border rift system in Nuevo 
Leon. Both salt and xenoliths originate deep in 
the Sabinas Basin, below ~7 km of sediments 
(Fig. 7). The metaigneous rocks consist of green-
schist facies metabasalt, monzonite, and biotite 
diorite. Biotites separated from two plutonic 
samples yield 40Ar/39Ar ages of 146.5 ± 1.6 Ma 
and 145.6 ± 1.0 Ma (Late Jurassic), ~20 m.y. 

younger than the salt. Garrison and McMillan 
(1999) interpreted these as metamorphic ages.

Metabasalt chemical composition can be 
used to illuminate tectonic setting. Garrison and 
McMillan (1999) subdivided the meta basalts 
into high (>55 ppm) and low (25–52 ppm) 
Nb suites, and noted that the high Ta and Nb 
contents of both suites suggest that they were 
formed by decompression melting of astheno-

sphere in an extensional setting rather than by 
fl ux melting over a subduction zone. They con-
cluded (Garrison and McMillan, 1999, p. 327) 
that these magmas were not products of the 
Nazas arc but formed in a rift environment and 
“...that extension was suffi cient in Jurassic time 
in northeastern Mexico to allow decompression 
melting of the asthenosphere.”

Farther west, Late Jurassic Border rift sys-
tem igneous rocks occur as lavas and sills 
in a thick (to 7 km) clastic sequence of the 
McCoy Mountains Formation of southeast-
ern California and southwestern Arizona. An 
andesitic lava fl ow near the top of the section 
yielded a U-Pb zircon age of 154.4 ± 2.1 Ma 
(18 grains; Spencer et al., 2011). Geochemical 
data (Gleason  et al., 1999) indicate that these 
are subalkaline to moderately alkaline high-
Al basaltic to andesitic rocks that are moder-
ately enriched in light rare earth elements. Nb 
abundances were not determined, but assuming 
typical values of Nb/Ta for basalts (17.5; Green 
1995), concentrations of Ta = 0.40–1.8 ppm in 
McCoy Mountains lavas imply Nb concentra-
tions of 7–32 ppm. This is mostly lower than 
the Sabinas  Basin metabasalts, but signifi cantly 
higher than concentrations (a few ppm Nb) typi-
cal of arc basalts (Thirlwall et al., 1994), fur-
ther suggesting a mantle source that was more 
infl uenced by subduction zone processes  than 
that beneath the Sabinas Basin, as expected for 
IAB lavas. Spencer et al. (2011) also analyzed 
12 samples of basaltic sills and fl ows for Nd 
isotopic compositions. These yielded initial εNd 
(for ca. 150 Ma) between –6.1 and +5.5, over-
lapping values of +2 to +5 reported by Lawton 
and McMillan (1999) for Bisbee Basin lavas, 
but with several negative values suggesting that 
the magma underwent crustal contamination or 
was derived from a mixture of asthenospheric 
and old lithospheric sources.

The Independence Dike Swarm of eastern 
California forms the northwest terminus of the 
Border rift system. It extends >600 km from 
the Mojave Desert into the eastern Sierra 
Nevada. The Independence Dike Swarm has 
not previously been related to the Border rift 
system, but the ages and trends of the Inde-
pendence Dike Swarm and Border rift system 
are similar, and the southern terminus of the 
swarm is co termi nous with the McCoy Basin, 
the westernmost Border rift system sedimen-
tary basin. Independence Dike Swarm dikes are 
predominantly mafi c (<55 wt% SiO

2
), although 

dikes range in composition from basalt to rhyo-
lite (Fig. 7) and are often composite (Glazner 
et al., 2008). Independence Dike Swarm mafi c 
rocks have εNd (150 Ma) of –2.3 ± 1, lower 
than expected for asthenospheric melts. It is 
not clear whether this refl ects contamination by 
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continental crust and/or subducted sediments, 
or refl ects melting of Paleoproterozoic mantle 
lithosphere (Glazner et al., 2008). Independence 
Dike Swarm mafi c samples contain 5–10 ppm 
Nb and show a strong, arc-like depletion in Nb, 
as expected for IAB melts.

JURASSIC EVOLUTION OF THE GULF 
OF MEXICO AS A BACKARC BASIN

The overview presented here shows that the 
formation of the GoM and Border rift systems 
were coeval, and that the western Border rift sys-
tem in particular evolved in a subduction-related 
tectonic setting. Continental arc magmatism was 
an important aspect of the Permian–Jurassic evo-
lution of the northeastern Mexico–southwestern 
U.S. region, trenchward of where the GoM 
formed. This convergent margin seems to have 
evolved from a high-standing Andean-type arc to 

a strongly extensional (low standing) arc when 
the GoM and Border rift system formed, before 
arc magmatism stopped ca. 150 Ma. The various 
tectonic, stratigraphic, and magmatic episodes of 
Permian–Early Cretaceous time for the region 
of interest are summarized in Figure 8.

The GoM clearly formed as a backarc basin, 
an interpretation that is demanded by its position 
behind a magmatic arc and above a subduction 
zone. This interpretation helps explain some 
other aspects of the Jurassic evolution of this 
region, including the intimate relationship of the 
GoM with an IAB and the relatively short life-
time (<23 m.y.) of the GoM. The GoM appears 
to have opened fi rst along with coeval arc vol-
canism and continued to open after the arc shut 
down. This is consistent with the behavior  of arc 
and/or BAB systems discussed herein, where 
arc volcanism may or may not shut down while 
BAB spreading occurs.

Our preferred scenario is shown in Fig-
ure 9. As noted here, BABs form in response 
to extensional stresses, which can have many 
causes. Multiple forces may also have con-
tributed to stretching in the GoM–Border 
rift system region. This is especially likely 
because the time from the beginning of exten-
sion until seafl oor spreading began was so 
long, ~60 m.y., beginning in Late Triassic 
time well before seafl oor spreading started. 
Through this time, the causes and orientations 
of extensional stresses varied. For example, 
Beutel (2009) concluded that Pangea breakup 
(ca. 230 Ma) refl ected northwest motion of 
North America, followed by the beginning 
of Central Atlantic Magmatic Province mag-
matism ca. 200 Ma and south-southeastward 
motion of South America, followed soon 
thereafter by resumption of North American 
northwest motion.
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The inference that the Gulf of Mexico formed 
as a Jurassic BAB also explains the observed vari-
ations in initial extension style, from an appar-
ent volcanic rifted margin in the west (Texas; 
Mickus et al., 2009) to rifted margin (Louisiana-
Mississippi; Marton and Buffl er, 1994; Harry 
and Londono, 2004) farther east. The mantle 
beneath magmatic arcs is hot (>1200 °C) and 
rich in water derived from the underlying sub-
ducted lithosphere (Stern, 2002), and we have 
noted that BAB mantle is likely to be drier with 
distance from the trench. The relationship seen 
in the northern GoM of volcanic rifted margin 
near the arc and non–volcanic rifted margin at a 
greater distance is similar to that inferred for the 
Black Sea, which has recently been interpreted 
as an extinct BAB. The eastern Black Sea (a vol-
canic rifted margin) was ~175 km closer to the 
paleosubduction zone than was the non–volcanic 
rifted margin northwest Black Sea. Shillington 
et al. (2008) argued that lateral temperature and 
water variations in the mantle refl ected greater 
distance of the Black Sea from the associated 
arc to the south. Seaward-dipping refl ectors 
have been imaged in the extreme east of the 
GoM, beneath the Florida escarpment (Imbert, 
2005); these manifest the presence of a volcanic 

rifted margin in the far east of the basin, per-
haps related to the ca. 200 Ma Central Atlantic 
Magmatic Province, which extends north from 
Florida (Marzoli et al., 1999).

A fi nal point is that the inferred GoM spread-
ing ridge was oriented at a high angle (~90°) to 
the associated magmatic arc (Fig. 2). Although 
the Border rift system follows the arc trend, 
the inferred GoM spreading axis does not. 
This orientation is problematic, because most 
intraoceanic BABs have spreading axes that 
approximately parallel the associated trench. 
For these systems, BAB orientation manifests 
extensional stresses oriented approximately per-
pendicular to the plate margin and parallel to the 
arc. This refl ects the importance of slab density 
and trench rollback in controlling BAB open-
ing. Certainly the high-angle intersection of the 
inferred GoM spreading ridge with the Nazas 
arc suggests that forces other than trench roll-
back alone contributed to the extension; this is 
not surprising, given that the GoM opened dur-
ing Pangea breakup. The GoM spreading axis 
is thus likely to have responded to this global 
stress fi eld to become oriented approximately 
parallel to the evolving east-west–oriented 
Tethys. Nevertheless, we stress that the relative 

orientation of the BAB spreading axis is not part 
of the defi nition of BAB that we or any other 
workers have adopted.

Another part of the reason that the GoM 
may not have previously been considered as a 
BAB (although Fillon [2007] fi rst interpreted 
the GoM as a BAB, his model is fl awed, both 
in geometry [west-dipping Atlantic subduc-
tion zone] and timing of opening [Early Creta-
ceous]) may be that the behavior of continental 
BABs is poorly understood. Behind-the-arc 
zones of extension and igneous activity on con-
tinents have variable manifestations and they 
show tectonic and magmatic styles that are dis-
tinct from those of intraoceanic BABs. Some-
times voluminous continental backarc igneous 
activity does not even produce a basin, as in the 
case of the Columbia River Flood Basalt prov-
ince, where backarc extension–related igne-
ous activity produced thick basalt fl ows but no 
basin (Smith, 1992).

A useful perspective comes from compar-
ing the GoM–Border rift system to three other 
continental BABs: the modern Andaman Sea, 
the Miocene Sea of Japan, and the Cretaceous 
Black Sea (Fig. 10). The fi rst two represent 
transtensional BAB systems, associated with a 
strong strike-slip component, similar to the tec-
tonic setting in which the Jurassic GoM formed. 
All three analogues evolved with extension 
axes oriented at a high angle to the associated 
arc and convergent plate boundary. The Anda-
man Sea has spreading axes that are oriented 
approximately perpendicular to its convergent 
margin, a response to the increasing distance 
between the northward advancing Himalayan 
collision zone and the Indonesian arc. The Sea 
of Japan opened during Middle Miocene time 
by spreading along ridges that were oriented 
approximately parallel to the southwest Japan 
arc but perpendicular to the northeast Japan arc. 
It is not clear why intraoceanic BABs invari-
ably have arc-parallel spreading axes whereas 
continental BABs do not, but the weaker nature 
of continental crust and more complex stress 
regimes may be responsible. Regardless, the 
orientations of the Andaman Sea, Sea of Japan, 
and Black Sea spreading axes do not preclude 
these from being considered as excellent exam-
ples of BAB, nor should the orientation of the 
GoM spreading axis.

CONCLUSIONS

The most compelling part of the GoM = BAB 
hypothesis is geometrical, i.e., that the GoM 
opened above an active subduction zone and 
was associated with an active magmatic arc. 
We follow long-accepted defi nitions of backarc 
and interarc basins as being extensional basins 
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above an active subduction zone and behind a 
magmatic arc, distinguished in that BABs have 
seafl oor spreading whereas IABs are rifts with-
out seafl oor spreading. It is clear that the GoM 
began to form at the same time that Nazas arc 
igneous activity associated with an east-dipping 
subduction zone occurred in what is now Mex-
ico, although this arc shut down ca. 150 Ma as 
the GoM continued to open. This is consistent 
with the behavior of BABs, for which associated 
magmatic arcs sometimes remain active and 
sometimes are extinguished. A BAB interpreta-
tion for the GoM explains why the GoM opened 
around a pole of rotation distinct from that 
of the central Atlantic. It helps us understand 
the intimate relationship between formation 

of the GoM and the Border rift system. The 
distribution of volcanic-rifted margins in the 
western part of the basin and nonvolcanic rifted 
margins  is easily explained by the interpretation 
that the GoM is a backarc basin. The “GoM = 
BAB” hypothesis is useful because it explains 
why seafloor spreading was so short lived, 
23 m.y. at most. Certainly there are important 
details to be resolved, including the extensional 
forces that were responsible. We stress that BAB 
formation can be a response to many different 
causes of upper plate extensional stress, so the 
likelihood that the GoM BAB opening was at 
least partly a response to Pangean sundering 
does not detract from the hypothesis. The GoM 
= BAB hypothesis focuses attention on the 

GoM as the juncture between evolving tectonic 
regimes of Cordilleran subduction and Tethyan 
extension during Jurassic time.
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